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PART I: DESCRIPTIVE ACCOUNT
THESIS STATEMENT
THE PAINTINGS, IN THIS SERIES, DEAL WITH THE PSYCHOLOGY
OF THE URBAN LANDSCAPE. SKY LINES, NIGHT SCENES, AND THE
HUMAN FIGURE WERE EXAMINED. CITY STRUCTURES, INHABITANTS, AND
THE ELEMENTS WHICH MAKE THEM UP, BECOME SYMBOLIC: CATALYSTS
FOR CONTEMPLATION. THE COMMONPLACE BECOMES METAPHYSICAL.
THE CITY IS A FOREIGN VACUUM; A SPIRITUAL NOMADS LAND.
BUILDINGS, BUS SHELTERS, STEEL AND GLASS BECOME A
COMPOSITIONAL PRISON. LIKE AN ENIGMATIC HALFWAY HOUSE, WE
HAVE ENTERED URBAN LIMBO.
THIS GROUP OF PAINTINGS IS A COMMENTARY ON SUCH IMAGERY.
SPECIFICALLY, THEY ARE VISUAL IMPRESSIONS OF ITS NUMBING
EFFECT ON THE HUMAN PSYCHE.
THE VISUAL ELEMENTS
THIS SENSE OF CONTEMPLATIVE DETACHMENT IS ARRIVED AT IN
SEVERAL WAYS; TREATMENT OF THE HUMAN FIGURE BEING MOST
OBVIOUS. FORM IS EMPHASIZED OVER DETAIL. FIGURES ARE STATED
IN RELATION TO THE WHOLE, AS OBJECTS. STOIC AND SILHOUETTE
LIKE THEY GAZE, NEITHER COMPREHENDING NOR COMMUNICATING.
REPETITION, MANY PAINTINGS AUGMENT THIS MOOD. THESE
ANONYMOUS, GENERIC FIGURES, BECOME SYMBOLS OF DESPERATE
INTROSPECTION; CREATURES ON A SLOW BOIL.
ALONG WITH THIS IMPERSONAL HANDLING, THE ELEMENTS OF
SHAPE, TONE AND COLOR ARE USED FOR POETIC, EMOTIONAL IMPACT.
RIGID LINES AND RECTANGLES ACT AS A FOIL TO THE MORE
RHYTHMATIC ORGANIC FORMS OF HEAD AND TORSO. IT IS A PLAY OF
OPPOSITES. A HEIGHTENED AWARENESS OF EACH IS ACHIEVED.
INTO THESE ABSTRACT SHAPES, TONE IS INTRODUCED. WHILE
LENDING UNITY AND SOLIDITY, IT DEFINES MOOD. THIN, LUMINOUS
DARKS ARE PLAYED AGAINST THICKER, MORE OPAQUE LIGHTS. CLEARLY
DEFINED AREAS CONTRAST WITH MURKY AMBIGUOUS AREAS, WHERE FORM
IS ALL BUT LOST. HALFTONES ARE KEPT TO A MINIMUM. THESE
TONAL CONTRASTS CREATE A FORCEFUL DREAMLIKE QUALITY.
THIS MONOCHROMATIC SETTING IS BROUGHT TO FULL IMPACT WITH
COLOR. DULL MURKY GRAYS COMPLIMENT BRIGHTER, ACIDIC, AND EVEN
VIOLENT COLOR. COLORED LIGHT SOURCES ARE SUGGESTED, IMPLYING
ARTIFICIAL LIGHTS AND TIMES OF DAY; THEY HEIGHTEN EMOTIONS OF
DESPAIR AND ISOLATION. VEILS OF COLORED GLAZES TINT AREAS
WITH LIGHT AND MYSTERY; OBJECTS ARE PUSHED INTO THE DISTANCE,
STRIPPED OF DETAIL AND UNIFIED. COLOR IS SEEN AS AN ENHANCER;
IT IMPARTS FURTHER POETIC DRAMA TO THE WHOLE.
WHEN THE ELEMENTS MENTIONED COMBINE WITH GEOMETRY, IN THE
FORM OF CITY STRUCTURES, INTENT IS MOST OBVIOUS. URBAN
CONSTRUCTIONS ARE NOT MERELY SUPPORTIVE. BUILDINGS, BUS
SHELTERS AND WINDOWS ARE STRIPPED OF THEIR IDENTITY. THEY ARE
BASIC AND BLOCK-LIKE. A MORE PRECISE TONE IS SET; THE IMAGERY
IS A MOTIF FOR INERT, MODERN CIVILIZATION.
GEOMETRY IS A HIGHLY EFFECTIVE COMPOSITIONAL DEVICE; IT
LEADS AND CONTROLS THE EYE. A GRID-LIKE SPACE IS ESTABLISHED,
INTO WHICH, VARIOUS ELEMENTS ARE PLACED. THESE SHAPES ACT AS
SPATIAL DIVIDERS ENABLING MULTIPLE ASPECTS OF IMAGES TO BE
SHOWN, MUCH LIKE A MULTIPLE PANEL PAINTING. A TWO DIMENSIONAL
STOCKADE IS ESTABLISHED; ALL IS HELD IN CHECK; ALL IS
ENTWINED, ENCOMPASSED AND SHUT OFF. THE OBJECTIVE IS
ACHIEVED; THE HUMAN FIGURE IS BROUGHT INTO A CAREFULLY
CONTROLLED, INACTIVE STATE OF CONFINEMENT.
INDIVIDUAL PAINTINGS
WINDOWSCAPE I. 1993-94. OIL ON CANVAS
IN THIS PAINTING, A FIGURE GROUPING IS SEEN THROUGH AN
APARTMENT WINDOW. AS THE EYE ENTERS THE PAINTING IT IS
INTERRUPTED BY THE LARGE FIGURE IN THE FOREGROUND. THIS
FRONTAL, STATIC POSE, IS LIKE A WALL. THREE FLAT PLANES HOLD
IT IN CHECK. ONCE ACCUSTOMED TO THIS LARGE SHAPE OF THE MALE,
THE EYE BECOMES AWARE OF A SECOND LESS DEFINED IMAGE. THIS
IMAGE IS ALL BUT LOST IN A HAZE OF LIGHT. DETAILS DISAPPEAR
BENEATH LAYERS OF WARM YELLOW GLAZES. THE PERSONAGES ARE
ROUGH BLOCK- INS OF TONE. THE FRONTAL MALE FIGURE BECOMES ANY
YOUTH, CAUGHT IN THE PEN OF HIS OWN SURROUNDINGS. HE IS IN A
STATE OF REFLECTION; THE SECOND IMAGE BECOMES HIS THOUGHTS; A
DESIRE FOR SOMETHING HIDDEN.
WINDOWSCAPE II. 1994. OIL ON CANVAS
THIS IS A FURTHER DEVELOPMENT OF THE PREVIOUS THEME. TWO
ASPECTS OF A SINGLE FIGURE ARE PRESENTED. THE FIRST, SEATED,
DEEP IN THOUGHT, IS POSITIONED IN FRONT OF THE SECOND,
STANDING FORM. TOGETHER, THEY ECHO THE LARGER -L- SHAPE,
FORMED BY THE OPENING BEYOND. IN THE DISTANCE AN ENDLESS MAZE
OF BLOCK-LIKE STRUCTURES FORMS A FLAT BACK DROP- COOL,
SUBDUED, BLUE-GREEN LIGHT IS USED THROUGHOUT. LIKE
"WINDOWSCAPE I", THIS PAINTING IS A COMMENT ON BOREDOM,
MONOTONY AND SOLITUDE.
SKY LINE. 1994. OIL ON CANVAS
COOL, DARK, SUBDUED IMAGES OF TWO YOUTHS AND MONOPOLY
LIKE STRUCTURES ARE CONTRASTED AGAINST A LARGER, BRIGHTER AND
MORE VIOLENT FIELD OF RED-ORANGE. TOGETHER THEY BECOME THE
URBAN SKY LINE. THE LARGE, REAPER-LIKE, HOODED FIGURE ALONG
WITH A YOUNGER FIGURE, SPRING FROM APATHETIC SURROUNDINGS.
TRANSIT. 1994. OIL ON CANVAS
THE LARGE PAINTING IS THE MOST EXTREME EXAMPLE OF A
COMPOSITE, OF SEVERAL VIEWS. SPACE IS FRAGMENTED. THERE
EXISTS A MAZE OF RECTANGULAR ENCLOSURES. THE PAINTING SPEAKS
OF FEAR, LONELINESS AND ENDLESS DURATION. IT IS A WITHDRAW
INTO SELF. YELLOW-GREEN
"GLOW" LIGHTS, ILLUMINATE AND UNIFY
THE ENTIRE SPACE. A STATE EXISTS SOMEWHERE BETWEEN SLEEP AND
CONSCIOUS. HERE, SEVERAL ASPECTS OF A SINGLE FIGURE, ARE
TRAPPED WITHIN A BUS SHELTER, WHICH DOUBLES AS AN URBAN
INCUBATOR.
PART II: INFLUENTIAL SOURCES
ARCHITECTURAL SETTING
ARCHITECTURE, AS A COMPOSITIONAL DEVICE, DATES BACK TO
EARLY RENAISSANCE AND LATTER, FIFTEENTH CENTURY DUTCH AND
FLEMISH ART. ALTHOUGH STYLES AND INTENTIONS VARIED, BASIC
PICTORIAL ORGANIZATION REMAINED THE SAME; FIRST, THE PICTURE
PLANE IS SEGMENTED INTO SEPARATE BUT INTERRELATED PARTS.
SECOND, THE HUMAN FIGURE IS PLACED INTO, AND PLAYED OFF
AGAINST THIS DOMINANT STRUCTURE. AS A RESULT, SEVERAL ASPECTS
OF A SUBJECT ARE SEEN AT ONCE. A SENSE OF PASSING TIME AND
MOVEMENT BECOME ONE TOTAL IMAGE.
ITALIAN PAINTERS
EXAMPLES OF THIS COMPARTMENTAL ORGANIZATION ABOUND IN
ITALIAN ART FROM ARTISTS LIKE GIOVANNI Di PAOLO, 1399 - 1482,
PIERO DELLA FRANCESCA, 1412 - 1492, ANDREA VERROCCHIO, 1435 -
1488, AND SASSETTA, 1392 - 1450.
STRONG GEOMETRIC SPACES PROVIDE A MULTIPLE STAGE PLAY IN
PIERO DELLA FRANCESCA' S, THE FLAGELLATION OF CHRIST, 1456. l
THE WORK, DIVIDED ALMOST IN HALF BY STRONG HORIZONTAL LINES,
IS DIVIDED AGAIN INTO SMALLER UNITS. IN THE CENTER OF THIS
MAIN BREAK IS CHRIST. AT FAR LEFT, SEPARATE AND ALOOF, SITS
PILATE. ALMOST HALF OF THE ENTIRE RIGHT SIDE OF THE PAINTING
IS TAKEN UP BY A TOTALLY SEPARATE SCENE IN WHICH THREE UNKNOWN
FIGURES STAND. THE PAINTING READS LIKE A TRIPTYCH. A
PHYSICALLY SEPARATE YET CONCEPTUALLY RELATED DRAMA IS
PRESENTED SIMULTANEOUSLY.
FLEMISH PAINTERS
PARALLEL TO THIS PERIOD, FLEMISH ARTISTS LIKE JAN VAN
EYCK, 1385 - 1441, WERE EMPLOYING SIMILAR DEVICES. IN HIS
PAINTING, THE VIRGIN AND CHILD WITH CHANCELLOR. 1431 - 1436,
WE HAVE A STRAIGHT-ON VIEW OF A BOX LIKE ROOM. INTO THIS,
FIGURES ARE ARRANGED. BEYOND, A ROW OF PILLARS GIVES WAY TO
A SEPARATE REALITY.2 IN THE DISTANCE ARE TWO SEPARATE AND
UNRELATED GROUPINGS OF EVEN MORE DISTANT FIGURES ON A BRIDGE.
VAN EYCK IS USING ARCHITECTURAL FORMS HERE TO SUGGEST SEVERAL
CONCEPTS .
ROGIER VAN DER WEYDEN, 1400 - 1464, EXCELLED IN HIS USE
OF GEOMETRIC BACKDROPS. PIERRE COURTHION WRITES: "...THE
'KENNETH CLARK, PIERO DELLA FRANCESCA. (PHAIDON PUBLISHERS
INC. NEW YORK. 1969), 33-38, PASSIM.
2PIERRE COURTHION, DUTCH AND FLEMISH PAINTING. (CHARTWELL
BOOKS, INC., NEW JERSEY. 1983), 14.
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FIRST EARLY FLEMISH PAINTER TO RELY ON SHIFTS IN PERSPECTIVE
AS MEANS OF INTENSIFYING THE IMPACT OF HIS STYLE. HE WAS ALSO
THE FIRST TO COMBINE LINEAR AND PICTORIAL ELEMENTS WITH
DIVERSITY."3 IN HIS TRIPTYCH OR THE SEVEN SACRAMENTS, 1450,
VAN DER WEYDEN FRACTURES THE SURFACE INTO MULTIPLE FIGURE
GROUPINGS BY USING VERTICAL COLUMNS. THE SACRAMENTS OF
BAPTISM, CONFESSION AND COMMUNION ARE VIEWED AT ONCE. RITUALS
AND SEPARATE INDIVIDUALS IN THE COURSE OF TIME ARE PRESENTED
AND PERCEIVED AT ONCE.4
DUTCH PAINTERS
OF THE DUTCH PAINTERS, JAN VERMEER OF DELFT, 1632 - 1675,
AND PIETER DE HOOCH, 1629 - 1684, ARE IMPORTANT. ALTHOUGH
BOTH SUCCEEDED IN THIS TYPE OF STRUCTURAL ORGANIZATION IT IS
VERMEER WHO TRANSCENDS IT. IN HIS PAINTINGS, VERMEER
TRANSFORMS EACH SECTION OF SPACE INTO A MOODY, EVOCATIVE
REALITY. SIMPLE EVERYDAY LIFE GIVES WAY TO A PROFOUND
PRESENCE. HIS PAINTINGS ARE A PATHWAY INTO INTIMACY,
SOLITUDE, INTROSPECTION, AND CONTEMPLATION. THESE STATES ARE
EVOKED BY VARIOUS LIGHTING SITUATIONS. SOFT, DIFFUSED,
COLORED LIGHT PASSES THROUGH ARCHES, WINDOWS AND DOORS.5 IN
SUMMING UP VERMEER' S PAINTINGS, COURTHION SAYS, "NO PAINTER
3COURTHION, 22.
'COURTHION, 26.
5COURTION, 137,138.
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SUCCEEDED AS HE DID IN EXPRESSING SO MUCH THROUGH DEPICTION OF
ELEMENTAL REALITY. THERE IS TRULY A MYSTERIOUS
TRANSUBSTANTIATION. . . "6 VERMEER REPRESENTS ANEW LINK BETWEEN
OBSERVED REALITY AND THE METAPHYSICAL.
PSYCHODRAMA
IF VERMEER COMMUNICATED INTIMACY AND WITHDRAW WITHIN THE
CONFINES OF INTERIORS, GEORGE TOOKER, 1917 b, SPEAKS OF A MORE
PUBLIC, MORE ACUTE DETACHMENT. HERE, EVERYDAY PERSONAGES ARE
PERMEATED WITH HIDDEN MEANING, AMBIGUITY AND INHERENT SELF
EFFACEMENT. LIKE THE OLDER MASTERS, TOOKER
' S DRAMAS UNFOLD
WITHIN STATIC ARCHITECTURAL SETTINGS.
TOOKER' S "PUBLIC" OR "POLITICAL" PAINTINGS, ESPECIALLY,
SUBWAY. 1950, GOVERNMENT. 1956, AND THE WAITING ROOM. 1959,
ALONG WITH HIS "WINDOW PAINTINGS", 1954 - 1968, REPRESENT A
DIRECT LINK TO THE THESIS PAINTINGS.
IN HIS PUBLIC WORKS, TOOKER PRESENTS MODERN SOCIETY AS AN
OPPRESSIVE, NUMBING, PSYCHODRAMA. HUMAN BEINGS EXIST IN A
BLAND, STATIC, STANDARDIZED WORLD. LIKE DEHUMANIZED
MANNEQUINS, THEY WAIT. WHETHER ALONE, OR IN GROUPS, THEY ARE
ISOLATED AND LOST WITHIN THEMSELVES. A DREAMLIKE STATE IS
PRESENTED. AS THOMAS H. GARVER EXPLAINS: "... AN ANGUISHED
RESPONSE TO A SPECIFIC CONTEMPORARY PROBLEM, EACH OF THESE
WORKS ADDRESSES THE CONDITION OF THE INDIVIDUAL IN SOCIETY BY
6COURTION, 134.
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COMPOUNDING THE INDIVIDUAL SENSE OF ANXIETY, TERROR, OR
RESIGNATION. . . "7
IN A COMMENT ON HIS "SUBWAY" PAINTING, TOOKER EXPLAINED,
"I WAS THINKING OF THE LARGE MODERN CITY IS A KIND OF LIMBO.
THE SUBWAY SEEMED A GOOD PLACE TO REPRESENT A DENIAL OF THE
SENSES AND A NEGATION OF LIFE ITSELF."8 THIS KIND OF
TRANSMUTATION OF THE HUMAN PSYCHE IS A HALLMARK OF HIS WORK.
CONSISTENT WITH HIS OBSESSION WITH ISOLATION AND
INTROSPECTION, BUT IN A LIGHTER VEIN, ARE TOOKER
' S "WINDOW
PAINTINGS."
HERE, HE USES THE OPENING OF A WINDOW AS A
INVITATION INTO AN INTIMATE, ALMOST SPIRITUAL, WORLD. SOFTER,
LUMINOUS, EVOCATIVE LIGHT IS EMPLOYED. NO LONGER IN THE
"PUBLIC ARENA," THESE FIGURES WITHDRAW INTO THEIR OWN
COMFORTABLE CUBICALS AS SPECTATORS. THERE ARE COMMON THREADS
WHICH UNIFY ALL OF TOOKER
* S WORKS. IN ALL, INTRICATE DESIGN,
COMPLEX LIGHT SOURCES, AND QUIET RESIGNATION TO THE
"PROGRAM"
DOMINATE.9
EDWARD HOPPER, 1882 - 1967, STRESSES STRUCTURE, DESIGN,
LIGHT AND SHADOW. HIS WORKS EVOKE THE MOODS OF VARIOUS TIMES
OF DAY. HIS PAINTINGS, ESPECIALLY, NIGHTHAWKS. 1942, SUMMER
IN THE CITY. 1949, OFFICE OF THE SMALL CITY. 1953, CAROLINA
7THOMAS H. GARVER, GEORGE TOOKER. (CLARKSON N. POTTER, INC.,
NEW YORK. 1985) 30.
8GARVER, 30.
9GARVER, 9-65, PASSIM.
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MORNING, 1955, HOTEL WINDOW, 1956, WESTERN MOTEL, 1957, AND
NEW YORK OFFICE. 1962, WERE VERY INFLUENTIAL. HOPPER DRIVES
HOME THE UTTER BANALITY OF EVERYDAY LIFE. CITY DWELLERS ARE
CAUGHT AND HELD IN CHECK. A DESOLATE SILENCE PERMEATES HIS
WORK. HE RELIES HEAVILY ON ARCHITECTURAL FORMS TO "SWALLOW
UP" AND KEEP IN INDIVIDUALS PERSONALITY MUTE. HIS INFLUENCE
IS MAINLY IN HIS ABILITY TO ACHIEVE SOLIDITY OF FORM AND USE
OF STRONG COMPOSITION WHICH UNIFIES AND HOLDS YOUR ATTENTION.
GARY E. SMITH, 1943 b, IS AN ARTIST NOW LIVING AND
WORKING IN UTAH. PROBABLY THE MOST EMOTIONAL PAINTER
MENTIONED HERE, SMITH PRODUCES EXTREMELY MOODY, ACIDIC, AND
ICON-LIKE PAINTINGS OF MID-WESTERN TYPE IMAGERY. THESE
PAINTINGS OF FARMERS, FIELDS, BARNS, AND YOUTHS AT PLAY BECOME
ALMOST PURE SYMBOL, REPRESENTING A CHARACTER TYPE; EACH
BECOMES A GENERIC IMAGE REPRESENTING A HOST OF ITS KIND. HIS
IMPACT ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE THESIS PAINTINGS LIES MAINLY
IN HIS ABILITY TO USE A SINGLE IMAGE TO INVOKE CONTEMPLATION
AND TO STAND AS A SYMBOL FOR SIMILAR IMAGES. OF HIS WORKS,
VERN G. SWANSON - DIRECTOR OF THE SPRINGVILLE MUSEUM OF ART,
WRITES: "FEW PAINTERS CAN MELD THE ELEMENTS OF FORM AND COLOR
AS POWERFULLY IN A SYMBOLIC LANGUAGE. SMITH FILLS HIS
CANVASES WITH SUGGESTIONS OF A PROFOUND SPIRITUAL
DIMENSION."10 SOME OF HIS MOST INFLUENTIAL PIECES INCLUDE,
10VERN G. SWANSON, FORM COLOR SYMBOL: THE ART OF GARY E. SMITH
1985: 21
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BOY WITH SCARF, 1987, RURAL ICON, 1987, AND A PRODUCT OF SELF
RELIANCE. 1987.
WHILE THE ABOVE ARTISTS AND STYLES SPAN CENTURIES AND ARE
DIVERSE, THE CHOICE OF TECHNIQUE WAS VERY SIMPLE. THE
PAINTINGS IN THIS SERIES WERE DONE IN THE TRADITIONAL APPROACH
OF THE OLD MASTERS AS SUMMARIZED BY FRANK COVINO IN HIS BOOK,
CONTROLLED PAINTING.11 HIS METHOD IS DISTILLED FROM THE
MASTERS AND TAUGHT BY FRANK REILLY AND IS EXPLAINED IN PART
III. OTHER AUTHORITIES AND COMMENTATORS WERE RESEARCHED AND
THEIR SOURCES ARE ADDED IN THE LAST SECTION.
PART III! THE CREATIVE PROCESS
FORM AND CONTENT
I HAVE ALWAYS BEEN CONCERNED WITH GRAPHIC ORGANIZATION.
INDIVIDUAL "SLICES", OF VISUAL INFORMATION, ARE INCORPORATED
INTO A STRUCTURE. A NEW ENTITY IS FORMED. IT EXISTS ALONE.
TO THE EXTENT THAT ITS COMPONENT PARTS RELATE TO ONE ANOTHER,
IT HAS ITS OWN LOGIC. FOR ME, THE BEGINNING OF VISUAL
EXPRESSION IS DESIGN; A RHYTHMIC, STRUCTURAL AND UNIFIED
GROUPING OF ELEMENTS, CREATING ITS OWN MEANING.
SUBJECT MATTER, OFTEN THE HUMAN FIGURE, WHILE EXCITING IN
ITSELF, IS SECONDARY. EVEN THOUGH, MANY TIMES, THE IMAGES
"FRANK COVINO, CONTROLLED PAINTING. (NORTH LIGHT PUBLISHERS,
CINCINNATI, OHIO., 1982)
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THEMSELVES ARE THE IMPETUS, THEY ARE INTEGRATED INTO THE WHOLE
AND BECOME SUBORDINATE.
FROM THE CONSIDERATIONS OF DESIGN AND THE HUMAN FIGURE
COMES CONTENT. IT BECOMES THE FIRST IMPRESSION. THE RESULT
IS ALWAYS THE SAME: VISUAL IMAGERY WHICH INVITES A
PSYCHOLOGICAL READING, OFTEN DIFFERING AMONG INDIVIDUALS.
AWARENESS OF THIS IMPLIED MEANING, IN MY WORK, LEAD TO
RESEARCH OF OTHER ARTISTS, ESPECIALLY GEORGE TOOKER. EDWARD
HOPPER AND GARY SMITH'S WORK PLAYED A SUPPORTIVE ROLE.
TECHNIQUE, RATHER THAN AN END IN ITSELF, IS USED TO ACHIEVE
VARIOUS EFFECTS. THE THEME OF CITYSCAPES GREW OUT OF MY
SURROUNDINGS ON WEST MAIN. THE ORGANIZATIONAL FRAMEWORK, I
HAD BEEN USING, TRANSLATED PERFECTLY INTO BUILDINGS AND
SKYLINES WITH THE HUMAN FORM AS A FOIL. THE CREATIVE PROCESS
WAS THE SAME AS BEFORE, BUT, WITH EMPHASIS ON URBAN STAGE SET.
CONCEPT
SKETCHES AND PHOTOGRAPHS OF ANYTHING PERTAINING TO THE
THEME WERE LAID OUT ON A DESK TOP. IMAGES SUCH AS YOUTHS OR
PEOPLE IN BUS SHELTERS WERE CUT OUT, SILHOUETTE-LIKE, WITH
SCISSORS OR EXACTO KNIFE. NEGATIVE SHAPES WITHIN WERE ALSO
REMOVED. THESE PICTURES, XEROXED BEFORE HAND IN SEVERAL
SIZES, OFFERED POSSIBILITIES IN MANY SCALES. BACKGROUNDS,
ALSO IN VARIOUS SIZES, WERE CUT OUT. SOMETIMES THESE
BACKDROPS WERE BUILDINGS OR SIMILAR CITY STRUCTURES. MANY
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TIMES, THEY WERE SIMPLE BLANK SHEETS OF BLACK, GRAY OR WHITE
CONSTRUCTION PAPER.
AS ALWAYS, I WOULD ARRANGE, REARRANGE, MIX, MATCH, ADD
AND SUBTRACT ALL OF THESE IMAGES. I WAS LOOKING, HERE, FOR
INTERESTING ARRANGEMENTS OF TOTALLY UNRELATED PARTS. BALANCE,
UNITY, ENGAGING POSITIVE-NEGATIVE SHAPES, AND SOLID LIGHT-DARK
RELATIONSHIPS, WERE THE COMPOSITIONAL GLUE HOLDING THEM
TOGETHER. THIS COMPOSITE WAS THEN GLUED ONTO STIFF CARDBOARD
WITH RUBBER CEMENT.
TRACING PAPER WAS LAID OVER THE COMPOSITE. WITH BLACK
INK, I WAS ABLE TO TRACE A CLEAR, PRECISE, DETAILED LINE
DRAWING. OUTLINES, INNER CONTOURS, AND EVEN SHAPES OF VALUES
WERE RECORDED IN LINEAR FORM. THIS LINEAR "BLUE PRINT" WAS
TAPED TO ANOTHER PIECE OF WHITE CARDBOARD.
ANOTHER TRACING WAS TAKEN. THIS TIME A TONAL STUDY, DONE
WITH GRAPHITE PENCIL, WAS WORKED UP. THREE BASIC VALUES WERE
LAID IN. ALL VALVES WERE MASSED IN AS EITHER DARK, MEDIUM OR
LIGHT.
USUALLY, THE COMPOSITE WAS IN COLOR; IF NOT, A SIMPLE
COLOR STUDY WAS MADE. THIS WAS ACCOMPLISHED BY PAINTING THIN
LAYERS OF ACRYLIC OVER A BLACK AND WHITE XEROX OF THE
COMPOSITE.
THE PAINTING PROCESS
WITH THIS BREAKDOWN OF LINE, TONE AND COLOR, THE
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PAINTINGS BEGAN. ON A SIZED, GESSOED, WHITE CANVAS, OF EITHER
COTTON OR LINEN, THE LINE DRAWING WAS RECORDED. USING EITHER
AN OPAQUE PROJECTOR OR THE GRID SYSTEM, THE LINE DRAWING WAS
TRANSFERRED AS ACCURATELY AS POSSIBLE. A ROUND HB GRAPHITE
STICK WAS USED. FIXATIVE WAS APPLIED TO AVOID SMUDGES.
THE UNDER-PAINTING
THE PAINTINGS BEGAN AS GRAY-GREEN, MONOCHROMATIC UNDER-
PAINTINGS. (USE OF A SINGLE COLOR ISOLATES THE PROBLEMS OF
DRAWING AND PAINTING). GRAY-GREEN WAS USED AS A COMPLIMENT TO
THE WARMER FLESH TONES.
THE SYSTEM I USED WAS BASED ON THE ONE TAUGHT BY FRANK
COVINO12. IT IS AS FOLLOWS: CHROMIUM OXIDE GREEN IS DARKENED
WITH MARS BLACK UNTIL IT BECOMES A SECOND VALUE. THIS IS
FOUNDATION GRAY-GREEN. MORE BLACK PRODUCES A FIRST VALUE.
THEN, TO THE FOUNDATION COLOR, FLAKE OR UNDER-PAINTING WHITE
IS ADDED UNTIL A COMPLETE, NINE VALUE, GRAY-GREEN SCALE IS
PRODUCED.
COVINO SUGGESTS STARTING WITH THE DARKEST TONES AND
WORKING UP VALUE BY VALUE TO THE LIGHTEST AREAS13. I HAVE
FOUND IT MORE BENEFICIAL TO USE THE TONAL BREAKDOWN, DONE ON
TRACING PAPER, AS A GUIDE. FIRST, AS IN THE STUDY, A GENERAL
DARK TONE WAS APPLIED TO THE CANVAS. THE MIDDLE TONE WAS LAID
12 COVINO, 92.
13 COVINO, 92.
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IN NEXT, FOLLOWED BY THE LIGHTEST TONE. THE GRAY-GREEN TONES
WERE APPLIED AS THIN AS POSSIBLE, USING ONLY TURPENTINE AS A
THINNER, AND ALLOWING THE LINE DRAWING TO SHOW THROUGH.
EACH TONAL AREA WAS THEN WORKED. THE DARKEST DIVISION
CAME FIRST. INTO THIS AREA, SUBTLE VARIATIONS OF LIGHT AND
DARK WERE INTRODUCED, ACCORDING TO THE GRAPHITE DRAWING, STILL
CLEARLY VISIBLE BENEATH. THE MEDIUM VALUE AREA CAME NEXT.
FINALLY, THE LIGHT AREA. EACH MAJOR DIVISION STILL DOMINATED,
WHILE SUBTLER TONES AND TEXTURES, WITHIN EACH, ACTED TO DEFINE
OBJECTS AND FIGURES. AT THIS STAGE A FULLY DEVELOPED
COMPOSITION EXISTED, LACKING ONLY COLOR. IT WAS ALLOWED
SEVERAL DAYS TO DRY.
APPLICATION OF COLOR
GLAZES WERE APPLIED FIRST. AS PRESCRIBED BY RALPH
MAYER14, ONE PART STAND OIL, ONE PART DAMAR VARNISH, SEVEN
PARTS TURPENTINE AND FIFTEEN DROPS OF COBALT DRIER, MAKE A
GOOD PAINTING AND GLAZING MEDIUM. TO THIS, SMALL AMOUNTS OF
COLOR WERE ADDED, RESULTING IN THIN TRANSPARENT VEILS OF
COLOR .
THE MONOCHROME UNDER-PAINTING WAS THEN DEVELOPED, WITH
GLAZES, WHICH ACT LIKE COLORED FILTERS; THEY ACT TO BOTH TINT,
AND ALLOW THE GRAY-GREEN TO SHOW THROUGH, WHICH HELPS TO UNIFY
14 RALPH MAYER, THE ARTIST'S HANDBOOK OF MATERIALS AND
TECHNIQUES. (THE VIKING PRESS. NEW YORK, N.Y., 1982.) 208.
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THE ENTIRE PAINTING. AT THIS POINT, THE PROJECT TAKES ON THE
APPEARANCE OF A TINTED PHOTOGRAPH.
OPAQUE COLOR
COLORS WERE MIXED AND ARRANGED ON A LARGE GLASS PALETTE.
A LIGHT SOURCE COLOR WAS DETERMINED FOR EACH PAINTING. THIS
WAS MIXED WITH AN EQUAL AMOUNT OF TITANIUM WHITE. IT WAS
PLACED ON THE FAR RIGHT. ITS COMPLIMENTARY COLOR, MIXED WITH
ONE THIRD MARS BLACK, WAS PLACED AT THE OPPOSITE END OF THE
PALLET. FROM THESE TWO PILES A VALUE SCALE WAS PRODUCED.
THERE WERE THEN ELEVEN PILES OF PAINT, TWO INITIAL COLORS,
WITH A ROW OF GRAYS IN BETWEEN. (THE GRAYS WERE USED TO
MODIFY THE INTENSITIES OF SUBSEQUENT COLORS). COLORS WERE
LIGHTENED WITH HIGHER VALUE TUBE COLORS AND THE WHITE-PLUS
COMPLIMENT MIXTURE. DARKENING COLORS WAS ACCOMPLISHED MOSTLY
WITH DARKER TUBE COLORS OF ANY PARTICULAR COLOR. SMALL
AMOUNTS OF THE BLACK-PLUS COMPLIMENT WERE THEN ADDED TO THE
DARKEST VALUES. THIS METHOD IS RECOMMENDED BY COVINO AND IS
A FOLLOW-UP TO THE UNDER-PAINTING STAGE15.
DEVELOPMENT OF THE PAINTINGS BEGAN AS IN THE PREVIOUS
STAGE. DARKS WERE GLAZED IN THINLY. SOFT, FLAT SABLE OR
GRUMBACHER BRISTLET BRUSHES WERE USED. A GENERAL HUE WAS LAID
IN, ITS VALUE BEING DETERMINED BY THAT OF THE MONOCHROME
15 COVINO, 131-135.
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UNDER-PAINTING, STILL CLEARLY VISIBLE, BELOW. SLIGHT
VARIATIONS WERE THEN ADDED; DARKS WERE BROKEN UP FURTHER, INTO
SMALLER, SUBTLER VARIATIONS OF TONE, COLOR AND TEXTURE.
THE PAINTINGS PROGRESSED INTO THE MIDDLE AND LIGHT
VALUES. THE PROCESS REMAINED THE SAME: (1) ESTABLISH A
GENERAL TONE AND COLOR, AND (2) REFINE AND ENHANCE EACH AREA.
THE LIGHTEST AREAS RECEIVED THE BRIGHTER, THICKER
APPLICATIONS OF PAINT. PAINTING MEDIUM WAS THEN EXCLUDED.
STIFF BRISTLE BRUSHES WERE USED. EXCESS PAINT WAS REMOVED BY
PATTING THE BRUSH OVER A PIECE OF NEWSPAPER. THE BRUSH, HELD
PARALLEL TO THE PAINTING SURFACE, WAS THEN LIGHTLY RUBBED AND
DRAGGED ACROSS THE CANVAS. PAINT WAS DEPOSITED UNEVENLY ONTO
THE RAISED PORTION LEAVING THE RECESSES UNTOUCHED. THE RESULT
WAS A SPATTERED, BROKEN, TONAL EFFECT, WHICH WAS CAPABLE OF
PRODUCING VARIATIONS OF TONE, DEPENDING ON THE AMOUNT OF PAINT
LEFT IN THE BRUSH.
THE PROCESS WAS REPEATED SEVERAL TIMES. COLORS WERE
WORKED, ADJUSTED, MODIFIED WITH GRAYS OR BRIGHTENED. DARK
AREAS WERE GENERALLY KEPT THIN AND LUMINOUS, ALLOWING PREVIOUS
LAYERS TO SHOW THROUGH. OBJECTS, IN THE DISTANCE, NEEDING
THEIR INTENSITIES DULLED, WERE MODIFIED BY APPROPRIATE AMOUNTS
OF GRAY-GREEN. GLAZES WERE USED THROUGHOUT. AREAS WERE
VEILED WITH COLOR, MODIFIED, PUSHED BACK, AND ENTIRE PAINTINGS
WERE UNIFIED BY VEILS OF THIN COLORED GLAZES. WHEN THESE
TECHNIQUES HAD BEEN USED, JUDGED, AND ADJUSTED VISUALLY, THE
21
PAINTINGS WERE COMPLETE.
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